The main Filmop mission is to design and create
the best “cleaning systems” to satisfy all the needs
in the cleaning market, without forgetting the wellbeing
and health of people and the full respect of the
environment while introducing any new project.
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Filmop,
an Italian worldwide leading company
in the professional cleaning
Filmop was founded in the early 70s with the aim
of specializing in the manufacturing of manual
cleaning equipment for professional use.
Situated in the main production areas in the
north-east of Italy, Filmop is a leading company in
the professional cleaning and a reliable partner for
thousands of professional people who operate in
this market, proud to develop the “Made in Italy”
trademark all over the world.
This is the real reason why Filmop has decided to
design, plan and produce its own products from
the beginning of its activity till today only and
exclusively in Italy.
Filmop plant is about 30.000 square meters,
including warehouses for storage of finished and
semi-manufactured products, administration,
sales and purchases offices, production and
assemblying departments, a laboratory for
research and development.

Mission
Filmop has always been inspired by the following
main principles, that have surely helped its
growth and development:
»
»
»
»

a constant attention to the customer’s needs
an important spur to innovation and research
no equal production flexibility
a quick order processing with very quick
deliveries without delays

The main Filmop mission is to design and create
the best “cleaning systems” to satisfy all the
requests and needs in the cleaning market,
without forgetting the wellbeing and health of
people and the full respect of the environment
while introducing any new project.

Filmop exports to more than 80 countries all over
the world very very quickly and with the highest
reliability and efficiency. It has a French branch
and an American branch (since 1997 and since
2004 respectively).
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Your trusted
partner
Filmop is not just a supplier of cleaning tools.
Filmop is a “trusted partner” totally oriented
towards customer’s satisfaction.
People choosing Filmop know they can count on
a qualified, available and efficient partner, with
the right organization to quickly ship orders with
fast and on-time deliveries.
But the added value of the company is without
doubt its manufacturing flexibility. At every
new request from customers there follows an
immediate and careful research by the R&D
department to identify and develop the “best
solution”.

Moreover, Filmop guarantees the best pre- and
post-sale customer service, advising and guiding
its customers while making their own choice
for the cleaning system mostly fitting their own
needs and supporting them with trainings on-site
or at the company itself and/or with inspections
at cleaning yards.
And the company website is a further tool
available to users, with detailed and updated
information on Filmop product range, technical
sheets, catalogue downloading, etc….

Filmop is a trusted partner totally oriented
towards customer’s satisfaction.
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Filmop has developed technical, organizational
and manufacturing skills which have allowed it to reach
high quality standards, both from a company
and a product standpoint.
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Filmop
certifications
In 40 years of activity Filmop has developed
technical, organizational and manufacturing
skills which have allowed it to reach high quality
standards, both from a company and a product
standpoint.
The quality of products and services offered
by Filmop is guaranteed by the following
certifications:
Quality Certification ISO 9001-2008 (since
the year 2000): that is, an organized company
system with an efficient management, right
structures and adequate competence, which are
a guarantee of reliability for customers, suppliers,
employees and partners.

Environment Certification UNI EN ISO 14001
(since 2011): Filmop has decided to carry out
its own environment management system
to keep the environmental impact of its own
activities under control, constantly searching for
improvements in a coherent, efficient and above
all sustainable way.
On top of that, the company satisfies the
requirements of the European certification
REACH (since 2007): it purchases raw materials
only from trusted and qualified suppliers, who
declare to respect and follow the current laws
concerning the supply chain.

"BRC GLOBAL STANDARD CONSUMER
PRODUCTS" CERTIFICATION (since 2006):
a management and organization system to check
hygiene and product security.
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Filmop engagement towards
environment preservation
and sustainable development
In an age in which the preservation of our
environment is the world top priority, Filmop
is strongly engaged and oriented in a policy of
sustainable development.
Sustainable development is a process of change
finalized to improve environmental, economic,
social and institutional conditions of nations.
This process implies an exploitation of natural
resources, a direction of investments and an
orientation of technological development totally
respectful of the the needs of today and future
generations. This is why sustainability implies
four fundamental issues:
» Economic sustainability: seen as capacity
to produce incomes and jobs to feed the
population;
» Social sustainability: seen as capacity to
guarantee conditions of human welfare (safety,
health, schooling) which are equally distributed
per classes and genre;
» Environment sustainability: seen as capacity
to maintain quality and rennovation of natural
resources;
» Institutional sustainability: seen as capacity
to assure conditions of stability, democracy,
participation and justice.
Filmop’s contribution towards sustainable
development finds fulfilments in its engagement to:
» value each person as a human being:
the company has a modern and avant-

garde structure with wide offices
featuring individual booths and working
tools, respecting healthcare laws, bright
warehouses and industrial machines in
compliance with workers’ safety. Moreover,
Filmop is fighting against the exploitation of
minors’ work and is proud to employ disabled
people and people with long term seniority
(15 – 20 years);
» environment protection: today, compared
to the past time, we have the means and the
knowledge to make conscious choices for
environment preservation. Favouring products
which respect E.U. laws and manufactured
by certified companies can really make the
difference.
This is exactly what Filmop is doing: purchasing
top quality and non-pollutant raw materials from
trusted and qualified suppliers (in compliance
with REACH certification), projecting long
lasting, fully recyclable and ergonomic products,
organizing carefully and efficiently the collection
of wastes and leftovers from manufacturing
processes, getting almost totally self-sufficient
in terms of energetic consumption for the mop
production (a 175 kwp photovoltaic plant has
been functioning since 2011; this
means a reduction of 140.000
tons of CO2 in one year).

Filmop’s contribution towards sustainable development
finds fulfilments in its engagement to value each person
as a human being and to protect environment.
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Innovation, Research and Development
are the keywords that have contributed
to Filmop growth.
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A complete range of products…
and many successes
Innovation, research and development are
keywords that have contributed to Filmop growth;
this company situated in Veneto, in the north-east
of Italy, has always been successful thanks to its
capacity to feel, get, understand and anticipate
the requests and needs in the market; this is
what differentiates a leading company from all
the other ones operating in the same field.
Since its establishment Filmop has always been
investing a lot in new technologies, thus being
one of the main figure in the changing process
in the professional cleaning field during the last
30 years.
It was the first Italian company with a special
attention to:

» an alternative to metal materials, such
as polypropylene, very strong, light and
completely recyclable
» a separation between clean water and
rinsing water, fondamental issue for a
professinal cleaning
» ergonomic cleaning systems in order
to make easier and improve the working
conditions of the operators in the cleaning
field
These three main concepts have been the basis
and foundation of a sucessful company and
of a production policy which has developped
a complete range of products for professional
cleaning with more than 4.000 finished items.
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Filmop...
advises
Filmop products are high-quality products,
resistant, strong, recyclable and ergonomic
beyond doubt, they are the result of a careful and
accurate research and selection of raw materials.
Any product has to be used in the right and
proper way in order to last longer and to keep
its main features and performances as much
and as long as possible.
As far as all textile products are concerned,
please, follow very carefully the washing
instructions here below:
» follow carefully the washing instructions
on the packaging of detergents before
washing;
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»
»
»
»

do not use softner;
do not use chlorine or bleach;
do not use alcaline detergents, PH >11;
in case of microfiber, please, always prewash the mop in cold water to remove any
detergent/disinfectant leftover

Please, visit our web site www.filmop.com or
consult our product sheets, asking for them to
our sales staff, for further and more details.

General product
safety
Ref. the Legislative Decree No. 206 of
06.09.2005 “Codice del consumo a norma
dell’articolo 7 della legge 29 luglio 203 n.
229” and following integration modifications
concerning product safety: it’s the company’s
duty to put safe products on the market.

Compliance
Declaration
All Filmop products are in full compliance
with the laws in force regarding safety and are
covered by an insurance policy on the
“Civil Responsibility of Products”.

In order to do this we advise what follows:
» no use by non-professional users;
» no use by children;
» no use on uneven surfaces and grounds (with
slope over 1%)
The manufacturer is not responsible for damages
caused by chemical products or other substances
used by the end-users.
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